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SCALING SELECTED NUMERIC CELLS WITHIN A
SPREADSHEET PROGRAM
Technical task:
The task of the technical innovation lies therein, goal sums within a
To be able to enter the spreadsheet program so that the cells marked afterwards are
scaled to the desired sum.

Stand der Technik

Initial situation:
A spreadsheet program (such as Microsoft Excel) works with two-dimensional tables
that have rows and columns. A cell is uniquely addressed via a defined row and
column. A marker may include one or any selection of cells.
In practice, for example, several cells are deposited with numbers. The task now
exists e.g. in scaling these numbers in total to a specific target value. This means
i.d.R. a multiplication of each number with the same factor.
This can currently only be generated manually, z. In Excel.
See example Fig. 1 to 4.
Solution:
An additional functionality for the spreadsheet program scales selected numeric cells
with desired premises.
Examples:
- target sum
- Percent Adjustment
- factor
In the above figures, one would enter 90 as the target sum for the marked cells and
the marked cells will be scaled to the desired sum.
A percentage adjustment is entered in the form „-5%“. Alternatively, it is possible to
enter a factor.
An addition to the idea is that certain cells can be fixed. That is, they are total but
not changed. The e.g.
Target sum is achieved anyway.
For cells that have a formula, the multiplication is entered as a formula extension:
= („Old formula expression“) * Scaling factor
Advantages:
<< The described function facilitates the presented scaling. The effort is reduced to a
minimum.
<< In addition, there is a functional advantage with the fixation option.
Possible application:
<< Applicable in spreadsheet programs.
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Technische Neuerung

Abb. 3

Abb. 4

Beispielablauf:
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